
Why can’t designing and producing physical products 
require nothing but your ingenuity, a laptop, and an 
internet connection?

It can, now.

Welcome to Wikifactory.
Welcome to The Internet of Production.

WIKIFACTORY



The Idea

A social and collaborative platform for designing and producing physical things - a “Github for 

hardware”. A single workspace for you to design better, prototype faster and manufacture smarter.

We call it the Internet of Production (IoP).

(Web based 3D Viewer)

(Product Documentation, and Project management)



A fast growing community based on collaboration

After launching our BETA in mid 2019, Wikifactory’s community of makers, designers, engineers, 

technologists and other creative problem solvers is now 25K strong - set to reach 100K by the end 

of the year.



A go-to place for open hardware design and production

With over 1600 open hardware projects, and over 10K 3D files uploaded, our community is working 

in all sorts of industries. From robotics, drones and electric vehicles, to biotech, agri-tech, smart 

furniture - and most recently - medical devices.



A global collaboration movement on the rise

Collaboration happens across all continents and timezones - 187 countries to be precise, with some 

product teams made up of up to 450 contributors.
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Having created a collaborative product development platform, we have now begun to extend it with a 

design-to-production system and distributed on-demand manufacturing, in a single, seamless workflow.

Wikifactory 2.0

Define and manage complex production 
processes including sourcing, part 
manufacture, and assembly.

Compose design-to-production software services 
(in-house and 3rd-party) in a flow-based visual 
programming environment.



The Internet of Production (IoP)

“Linking the productive capacity of smart manufacturing with the creative potential of people.”

The Internet of Production is the emerging concept of a distributed, interoperable, open standards-based 

system linking together product definitions, software services, and manufacturing-as-a-service (MaaS).

We have designed one online workflow for product development composed of:

1. Collaborative product development tools

2. Design-to-production systems, and

3. On-demand manufacturing services

Engineering and manufacturing 

corporations are investing in intelligent, 

data-driven manufacturing - Industry 4.0

Wikifactory is opening up the same 

capabilities to everybody by creating

the world’s first IoP platform.
VS



Collaborate. Design. Prototype. Manufacture. 

All from one workspace.



Never ask, “Is this the latest?” again.

Version Control



CAD for anyone, from anywhere.

3D Visualisation



Iterate faster, be more agile.

Issue Tracker & Documentation



Seamless collaboration with stakeholders

Permission Systems and Community Tools



christina@wikifactory.com

Chief Innovation Officer

whatsapp: +34 651 195 282

twitter: @wikifactory

instagram: @wikifactoryhq

WIKIFACTORY
The Future is in the Making™


